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A Smoke Bomb Fun And Reasonably safe!

Disclaimer:
If you hurt or kill anyone, or yourself, or cause property damage, !!! IT*S YOUR FAULT !!! not mine or the Instructables site.

How this is legal:
A smoke bomb despite the name is not a bomb at all its just a inefficient burning substance.

Original Site
http://www.unitednuclear.com/smoke.htm

DO NOT EAT

For Coloured smoke GO HERE NOW!!!!!

Note
For those who do not understand the video in the link above I will summarize. 
-for every 100g of smoke bomb mix, you will need 1 tsp baking soda and 3 heaping tsp of organic dye. The dye and baking soda must be mixed in after you get to the consistency of peanut butter then promptly removed from heat once well mixed.

step 1: What you will need
1. A hotplate
2. A unwanted pan
3. Spoon or Popsicle stick
4. A bag of sugar
5. "Potassium Nitrate" also known as
   -Salt petter
   -Stump remover
6. A wick of some sort (for example paper soaked in the smoke bomb gunk)
7. An outdoor area to work

step 2: Setting up the hotplate
Ok now that you got everything you are ready to start.

Go outside and plug in your hotplate away from your house, turn it to medium heat and let it heat up.
step 3: Make the Smoke Bomb Mixture
Get your pan and put in a mixture of...
2 Parts: Sugar
3 Parts: Potassium Nitrate
Mix them together well and then put on the hotplate string constantly
Note: You can make any size batch you want but, I would recommend small batches because, If it accidentally ignites you lose the whole batch.

Want a slower burning bomb add some baking soda

step 4: Keep on stirring
Stir until it resembles very watery peanut butter, be sure while you are stirring to scrape the the stuff that sticks on the sides and the bottom of the pan.
**step 5: Makeing Bombs**

1. When the mixture is at the desired consistency you can...

   - If mixture is watery
     - Make wicks by dipping paper strips in the liquid.
     - Dump in a sealed cardboard tube
     - Dump over a “Furby”

   - If mixture is like peanut butter
     - Plop scoops of it on a piece of tin foil

2. Add your wicks if you have any or made any simply by shoving them in the bombs before they dry.

3. Wait for them to dry.

**step 6: Enjoy**

**Light them**

Original site
http://www.unitednuclear.com/smoke.htm

**Related Instructables**

http://www.instructables.com/id/Smoke-Bomb_5/